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ReflectanceSpectroscopy'Quantitative Analysis Techniques
for Remote SensingApplications
ROGER N. CLARK' AND TED L. ROUSH

Planetary GeosciencesDivision, Hawaii Institute of Geophysics
University of Hawaii

Severalmethodsfor the analysisof remotelysensedreflectancedata are compared, including empirical
methodsand scatteringtheories, both of which are important for solving remote sensingproblems. The
conceptof the photon mean optical path length and the implications for use in modeling reflectancespectra are presented.It is shown that the mean optical path length in a particulate surface is in rough inverse
proportion to the squareroot of the absorption coefficient. Thus, the strongerabsorbera material is, the
lessphotonswill penetrateinto the surface. The conceptof apparent absorbance(-In reflectance)is presented,and it is shown that absorption bands, which are Gaussianin shape when plotted as absorption
coefficient (true absorbance)versusphoton energy,are also Gaussiansin apparent absorbance.However,
the Gaussiansin apparentabsorbancehavea smallerintensityand a width whichis a factor of V'-2- larger.
An apparent continuum in a reflectancespectrum is modeled as a mathematical function used to isolate a
particular absorption feature for analysis. It is shown that a continuum should be removed by dividing it
into the reflectancespectrumor subtractingit from the apparent absorbanceand that the fitting of Gaussiansto absorption features should be done using apparent absorbanceversusphoton energy. KubelkaMunk theory is only valid for materials with small total absorption and for bihemisphericalreflectance,
which are rarely encounteredin geologicremote sensing.It is shown that the recentlyadvocated bidirectional reflectancetheories have the potential for use in deriving mineral abundancefrom a reflectance
spectrum.

INTRODUCTION

spatial points on the surface. Such techniques can easily
produce millions of spectra. Since the scattering theories are
The use of remotely obtained spectraof planetary surfaces complex, their use requires considerablecomputer time possifor geologic studieshas increaseddramatically in the last dec- bly precluding their use on millions of spectra. Thus, the
ade. Spectral data have been used to identify minerals on the
future analysis of spectral data will likely occur at several
earth and on all the solid surfacesin the solar systemas well as levels. When large amounts of data are involved, only simple
composition of atmospheres when present. The reflectance analysescan be practically done, like correlation of a particuspectrum of a particulate surface is very complex, being lar mineral with the ratio of data at two different wavelengths.
affected by the number and type of materials present, their A next level effort might be a search for a particular absorpweight fractions, the grain size of each material, and the tion feature and a derivation of its depth. In some cases, an
viewing geometry. Because of the complexity, adequate empirical trend in several parameters derived from laboratory
theories for predicting the light returned (scattered) from the studiesmight be applied to the data. In the most detailed analsurface have not been precise enough for all applications and ysis, a sophisticatedscattering analysis might be applied. The
conditions. Absorption bands due to electronic transitions, degree of accuracy desired in the resulting analysis, and the
vibrational modes, charge transfer processes,and other pro- amount of data to process, will most likely drive the selection
cesses[e.g., see Hunt, 1977] often allow a unique identificaof methods to be used.
tion of the mineral to be made. However, relating a spectral
Although the number of theories for the scattering within a
feature identification

to actual mineral

abundance

is difficult.

Thus, the interpretations of reflectance spectra have been
made by studying many types of spectra under different conditions such as differing grain sizesor mixtures of various materials. This empirical method sometimesresults in confusion of
a particular interpretation for the nonexpert and even disagreement among the experts.
Becausethe current theories have not been shown to be precise enough for all conditions and applications, considerable
effort has been undertaken to study many different conditions
in the laboratory to derive empirical trends. The near future
holds the promise of mapping spectroscopy,where a reflectance spectrumwill be obtained of planetary surfacesat many
•Now at U.S. Geological Survey, Branch of Geophysics,Denver
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particulate surface and their accuracyappear to be increasing,
there will always be a need for laboratory studies to verify,
refine, and extend the theories. Since, in most studies, the goal
is to determine the composition and physical properties of the
surface, the understanding of how photons are scattered from
a particulate surface is essential, whatever the analysis method
used. In the empirical case, this understanding might be the
derivation of absorption band depth as a function of grain
size. In the scattering theory case, it might be the determination of grain size and complex refractive index.
It should be noted that scattering theories are often presented in terms of deriving the absorption coefficient (related
to the complex refractive index) of the surface material. Once
the absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength has
been found, the material may be identified by comparison
with known mineral absorptiondata. This is not necessary,for
absorption features in reflectance are at the same wavelengths
as in absorbance (with some qualifications due to scattering
effects), and the same unique identifications can be made.
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[1966] and Kortum [1969] discussedextensivelythe limitations
of the theory in general but did not discussthe limitations for
geologicremote sensing.
The basic equation from K-M theory relates the remission
function f(roo) to the diffuse reflectance from an infinitely
thick medium of isotropic scatterersand is expressedas

•

f(roo)
= ('•2roo
- too):
=K
S

0.4

(1)

where roo is the diffuse reflectance, K is an absorption coefficient, and S is a scattering coefficient. Hapke [1981] has
shown that K and S are both related to Fresnel surface scatter-

ing and the volume absorptioncoefficientk and are inherently
inseparable.The main limitations of K-M theory are that (1) it
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Fig. 1. The absolutebidirectionalreflectancespectraof threedifferent sizesof H20 frost (data points)derivedfrom Clark [1981a].Curve
a; fine-grained frost; b; medium-grainedfrost; and c' coarse-grained
frost. Curve d is the K-M theory predictionof the fine grain sizefrost
spectrumfrom the mediumgrain sizedata. Curvee is the K-M prediction of the coarsegrain sizefrost spectrumfrom the mediumgrain size
data.

However, in reflectance, the scattering of light in the particulate surface complicates the determination of mineral abundance. All remotely sensedidentifications of minerals on the
surfaces of the planets and satellitesin the solar system have
been done using spectraldata in reflectance, not absorbance.
The use of a scatteringtheory is then not primarily for mineral
identification but to quantify the scattering problem so that
mineral

abundance

and

the microstructure

of

the

surface

might be derived.

New analysis techniques are a natural progression for
understandingremotely sensedspectra of planetary surfaces,
and several recent studies have introduced new methods, such

as fitting Gaussiansto absorptionfeaturesin reflectancespectra [e.g., Farr eta!., 1980; Clark, 1981a; Singer, 1981;McCord
eta!., 1981]. New studieshave discussedthe methodsfor par-

does not consider first-order Fresnel reflections; (2) it assumes
isotropic scattering;and (3) mutual shadowingof particlesis

ignored. Also, for K-M theory to be strictly valid, the bihemisphericalreflectancemust be measured.This quantity is never
measuredin remote sensingbut can be achieved, theoretically,
under proper viewing geometry for isotropic scatterers.
Wendlandtand Hecht [1966] and Kortum [1969] showed that
as absorption increases,firoo) showsa marked deviation from
the linear trend (f(roo) proportional to absorption coefficient)
predicted by K-M theory. Using Wendlandtand Hecht's [1966]
Figure III-11, firoo) departs from linearity for values greater
than about 0.1, corresponding to too less than about 0.64.
Below this value of reflectance, the theory departs from observation. Both Wendlandt and Hecht [1966] and Korturn [1969]
attribute

this to the result of increased Fresnel reflection

rela-

tive to the diffuse (higher order) reflection emanating from the
surface. Wendlandt and Hecht [1966] and Kortum [1969] discussed methods which can be used to extend the theory to
reflectances as low as 0.1, such as mixing the particles under
study with a high-reflectance(white) material (such as colorless ground glass or some of the reflectance standard) to
increasethe multiple scattering. This is not practical in remote

sensingand in any event can lead to band broadening,disappearanceof vibrational structure,band shifts, and new bands
[see Wendlandtand Hecht, 1966, and referencestherein].
ticular casesbut have not addressedthe more general problem
An additional problem is that the quantity S is not easily
of the implicationsof the techniquesin terms of understand- derived and in practice is not separable from K. Wendlandt
ing the generalscatteringproblem in remote sensingstudies. and Hecht [1966], show that wavelengthdependentscattering
Morris e[ al. [1982] and Mendell and Morris [1982] have can take the form •-", where • is wavelength and n is a constant
approachedthe problem from the use of Kubelka-Munk (Kbetween 0 and 4 when K-M remission is a function of energy.
M) theory, and suggestedthat the analysisof reflectancespec- The K-M scattering parameter S, as a function of •. [see
tra should be performed using the K-M remission function Wendlandtand Hecht, 1966, Figure III-8], has the form of
versus photon energy. Hapke [1981] and Hapke and Wells
[1981] presentedan extensivediscussionof the theory and
S = a + b1-"
(2)
application of reflectance spectroscopy.Lureroe and Bowell
[1981] and Goguen [1981] have presentedtheoriessimilar to
that of Hapke. Presentedhere is a discussionof the various where a and b are constant and a tends to increase as n
methods in use and those proposedas they relate to practical increases.The parameter n tends to increaseas the grain size
analysis of reflectancespectra for use in planetary surface approachesand becomessmaller than •. Thus, in the range of
remote sensingstudies.
KUBELKA-MUNK

THEORY

The Kubelka-Munk (K-M) theory of diffuse reflectancehas
been discussedextensivelyby Wendlandtand Hecht [1966] and
Kortum [1969]. It is not our intention to derive the equations
from first principlesbut only to presentthe basicequationand
discussits implications and limitations. Wendlandt and Hecht

validity of K-M theory (roo >• 0.6), the observation of reflectance increasingtoward shorter wavelengthsshould be subtle.
Hapke [1981] pointed out that small, submicron particles will
be highly cohesive, and will tend to stick to the surfaces of
larger particlesor clump together into larger aggregateswhich
would effectively appear as large particles with strong internal
scattering. Thus, n will remain small. Two examples of wavelength dependent scattering are seen in the work by Clark
[1981b, 1983]. Clark [1981b] showsa spectrum of a thin layer
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of very fine grained frost (•< 1-/•m grain size) which shows
reflectance decreasinglinearly with wavelength. Clark [1983]
showsa more interestingcasewhere carbon black (grain size
0.17/•m) is mixed with montmorillonite (grain size •,15/•m).
Spectra of the pure end-members both show a decreasing
reflectance toward shorter wavelengths. However, in mixture

0.3.
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spectra, most notably when the carbon fraction is •,2 wt %,
there is a significant increase in reflectance toward shorter
I I I
I
wavelength (these spectra are also discussedlater, in the section on continua, and the spectra are shown in Figure 5). In
this case, the carbon particles are well separated [see Clark
1983] and appear more like a cloud of carbon particles (since
the single scattering albedo of the montmorillonite is large),
and diffraction becomes more important resulting in some
5.0-Rayleigh scattering. In most cases,k" scattering in surfacesis a
very small effect compared to absorption in geologic material.
As an example of the problems which can be encountered
0.0,,
I,
t, • I,,
,, I,
when applying K-M theory, consider the spectra for three dif0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
ferent grain sizesof H20 frost shown in Figure 1 (curves a, b,
Wavelength (/zm)
and c). Reflectance spectra of different grain sizescan be comFig. 2b. The ratio of the remission data for the fine- and coarseputed from the remission function since S has been shown to grained frost to the medium-grained frost. Curve a is fine/medium,
be approximately in inverse proportion to grain size [see and curve b is coarse/medium. The calculated mean value of the ratio
Wendlandt and Hecht, 1966, and references therein]. If we is about 0.148 for curve a, 6.62 for curve b, and a peak to peak variaconvert each spectrum to remission as shown in Figure 2a and tion of about a facter of 5-10. This variation results from the difference in the mean optical path length of photons inside and outside an
divide the fine- and coarse-grained remission data by that for
absorption feature, thus also varying the scattering.
the medium-grained frost, the results should be constants
-

_

_

_

_

_

_.

describing
the ratio of the grainsizes.However,we seein Figure 2b that ratios of the remission data are not constants. If we

compute the mean value for each of the remission data ratios
and then scalethe remissiondata for the medium grained frost
by these values, the fine- and coarse-grained frost spectra can
be calculated by using the scaled remission data. However,
when we do this we obtain curves d and e in Figure 1, which
show

considerable

difference

from

the

measured

data.

It

should be pointed out that K-M theory does yield qualitative
information. This can be seen by considering the predicted
spectra mentioned above. It is obvious that both predicted

spectra
canbeidentifiedassolidH20 basedon thepositionof
the absorption features. However, features such as band
depths and widths differ from actual observations, thus making quantitative analysis of these features error prone (see the

section on absorption features modeled as Gaussians for an
example usingthis data).
The ratio of the remission spectra of the same material of
two different grain sizes should appear like a constant or a

consta
nt plusa ,k"termasin equation
(2).Themeanvalues
of
the remission ratios of Figure 2b were calculated to be 6.62
and 0.148 for the coarse- and fine-grained ratios of the remittance data of frost relative to the medium-grained frost,

respectively.However, as seenin Figure 2b, the remission
ratios showsignificantvariation. This showsthat in a particulate surfacesuch as solid H20 , the scatteringchangeswith
absorption coefficient. Photons will be scattered less in an

absorption band, becauseof increasedabsorption, than outsidethe band. The mean path length that photonstravel in the
material is wavelengthdependent,and an absorptionband will

alwaysbe weakerthan predictedby the absorptionspectrum
and constantscatteringparameter.In other words, the absorption featurewill alwaysappearslightlysaturated.The applicability of K-M theory is that it converts reflectance over a limited range into a quantity proportional to the absorption

6.0

coefficient

of the material.

4.o
BIDIRECTIONAL

REFLECTANCE

THEORIES

Several recent papers [Hapko, 1981; Goguen, 1981; Lureroe
and Bowell, 1981] present extensivediscussionsconcerning the
role of scattering as it relates to reflectance spectroscopy.The
applicability of these theories is that they model the realistic
interaction of electromagneticradiation with a particulate surface and as such can yield information about surface micro-
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Fig. 2a. The K-M remissionfunction of the three H20 frost spectra
(curvesa, b, and c) in Figure 1' fine grains for curve a, medium grains
for curve b, and coarsegrains for curve c.

structure

as well

as individual

mineral

abundances.

All

au-

thors usebasic radiative transfer equations to derive scattering
theories which deal with particulate surfaces. Although these
theories differ in specific detail, all include variables and
expressionsfor specular and diffuse reflectance, phase depen-
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dent particle scattering, and mutual interparticle shadowing.
The parameters in these theories are directly related to physical properties of the surface such as the density of particles in
the surface, roughnessof the surface viewed by the detector,
grain size, and the complex index of refraction of the material.
As an example of one of these scattering equations, consider
equation (16) of Hapke [ 1981]:

=•W•o/ao
H(/ao)H(•)1} (3)
r(a,,X,•,,,•,g)
+• {tl+B(g)]P(g)+
where r is the reflectanceat wavelength;t, gois the cosineof
the angle of incident light, g is the cosineof the angle of emitted light, g is the phaseangle, •v is the averagesinglescattering
albedo, B(g) is a backscatter function, P(g) is the average single particle phasefunction, and H is the Chandrasekhar [ 1960]
H function for isotropic scatterers. This function seems to
work well for dark surfaces, but when r > 0.9, Hapke's

REFLECTANCE TYPES

Reflectance spectra for applications to remote sensingproblems are typically measured in one of the three following
forms: directional-hemispherical reflectance (A,, equation
(40) of Hapke [1981], bidirectional reflectance (r,, formally
called the bidirectional radiance coefficient by Hapke [1981,
equation (37)]), and the geometric albedo (p, equation (44) of
Hapke [1981]). The reader is referred to Hapke [1981] for
derivation of the equations. None of the above mentioned
forms of reflectance are always equal to true diffuse reflectance too (or bihemispherical reflectance to, as defined by
Hapke [1981, equation (34)]) but are sometimes conditionally
equal to it.
The directional-hemispherical reflectance is the ratio of
power emitted from a surface in all'directions to the irradiance
of a collimated light source incident from a specific direction.
A surface of isotropic scatters illuminated at an incidence
angle i of 60ø will have the directional-hemisphericalreflectance equal to the bihemispherical reflectance [e.g., Hapke,
1981]. However, the angle of incidencei or emissione of commercial spectrometers that use an integrating sphere is typi-

approximation of the H functions shows considerable error
and equation (3) shows deviation from measurements. The
expressions developed by Lumme and Bowell [1981] and
Goguen [1981] are similar, and it may turn out that some combination of these theories would result in a generally accepta- cally0ø [e.g.,Adams,1975].
ble expression. Laboratory studies [Hapke and Wells, 1981;
The bidirectional radiance coefficient (nearly always called
Goguen, 1981] and analysis of planetary data [Lumme and bidirectional reflectance) is the brightnessof a surface relative
Irvine, 1982] using the various theories show encouraging to the brightnessof a Lambert surface identically illuminated.
results.
Most remote sensingdata of small areas of a planetary surface
The single scattering albedo, a variable common to all these are of this type: the sun illuminates the surface with an angle
theories, is the probability that a photon survives an interac- of incidence i from the surface normal and the surface is
tion with a single particle and as such includes Fresnel reflec- viewed (e.g., from a spacecraft or telescope) at the angle of
tion, absorption, scattering, and diffraction due to the pres- emission e, and phase angle g between the sun, surface, and
ence of an individual grain. Hapke [1981] developed the viewer. All the work done at the Planetary GeosciencesDivtheory further by deriving a relationship between the single ision, UniVersity of Hawaii laboratory is of this type [e.g.,
scattering albedo, the complex index of refraction, the grain Clark, 1981a, b, 1983; Singer, 1981]. Other studies that measize, and a scattering parameter to describe scattering centers sured bidirectional reflectance are those by Hunt and colwithin nonperfect grains. The single scattering albedo of a leagues [seeHunt and Salisbury, 1976, and referencestherein]
grain can be found from his equation (24):
and Pieters [ 1983].

w = St +

(1- St)(l- S,){r,+ exp[-2(k(k
+ s))':0/31} (4)
I - r,S, + (r• - S,) exp [-2(k(k + s))•J-'D/3]

where
St andS,canbecomputed
froivthecomplex
indexof
refraction [seeHapke, 1981, equation (21)] and are the external and internal scatteringcoefficients, respectively,s is a scattering coefficient, D is the particle diameter, k is the absorption coefficient (note Hapke usesa instead of k here), and

r, =

I - [k/(k + s)l':
I + [k/(k + s)l' -'

Hapke [1981] showed that the bidirectional radiance coefficient is formally equal to the bihemispherical reflectance for a

surfaceof isotropic scatteringparticleswhen i = e = 60ø and
g is large enough that the opposition effect is neglegible
(B(g) • 0).
The geometric albedo is the ratio of the brightness of the

integralhemisphericaldisk of a planetto the brightnessof a
flat Lambert disk viewed normally at zero phase. In the case
of isotropic scatterersand ignoring the opposition effect,
roo

The importance of equation (4) can be illustrated by considering that w can be derived by reflectance measurementsover a
variety of phase angles. In a monomineralic surface, w = w.
For a multimineralic surface, w can be computed from equation (17) of Hapke [1981]. This is further discussedbelow in
the quantitative analysis section. Assuming that the number
and types of minerals can be identified solely by their characteristic absorption features, equation (4) has the potential for
determining individual mineral abundance and grain size.
Thus, from a geologic perspective, knowing the types, abundance, and size distribution of minerals allows us to address
what geologicprocesseshave been active on the surface.

r•o

p- •-+•-

(5)

(6)

where p is the geometric albedo [Hapke, 1981]. Other authors
have derived equally simple equations relating a reflectance to
geometric albedo [e.g., Veverka eta!., 1978].
The

determination

of the correct

reflectance

level of a

remotely obtained spectrum is often difficult. A reflectance

standardis usuallynot availableon the surface,especiallyfor
data obtained from aircraft, spacecraft, or of other planets
through telescopes.Thus, the reflectancelevel is derived from
the flux levels received by the instrument, a knowledge of the
area viewed, and the incident solar flux. Sometimes in astronomy (a small asteroid, for example), the size of the area
viewed is not known becausethe object is a point sourcein the
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telescope, and the object size is poorly known, if at all. The
reflectance level is often in error by a multiplicative factor of
10% or more due to these calibration problems [e.g., see
I/everka, 1977]. This uncertainty further invalidates the use of
K-M theory becauseof the nonlinear nature of the remission
function. This calibration difficulty has led to a common practice of scaling the remotely sensed reflectance spectrum to
unity at some wavelength.
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where r is any type of reflectance of the surface scaled to unity
in the caseof no absorption (e.g., nonisotropic scattering and
no absorption could result in nonunity bidirectional reflectance). Equation (11) implies that one can easily obtain the
absorption coefficient with simple mathematical manipulation
if the path length is known. The "apparent absorbance" [Korturn, 1969] is

A,, = -In (r)

(12)

MEAN OPTICAL PATH LENGTH

and impliesthat with equation(11), A,, is proportionalto the
The distance x that a photon travels in a material with
absorption coefficient k is related to the probability that the
photon will not be absorbed. In other words, light is atte-

nuatedaccordingto Beerslaw:
I = Le -•'

(7)

where Io is the initial intensity and I is the attenuated intensity.
When a boundary is encounteredwhere there is a changein the
index"of refraction, the light will be reflected and refracted.
Thus, all photons do not travel the exact same path after en-

absorption coefficient k. However, this is not exactly the case,

sincethe mopl can vary considerablyand dependson k [e.g.,
seePieters, 1983].
An expressionfor the mean optical path in a particulate surface can be derived using the reflectance theory of Hapke
[1981]. Using equations (3) and (11)

[=---11nlr(W,l,t%,t•,g)/r(W=
1.0,
l,tao,/•,g)
1
(13)

k

Using the approximation of Hapke [ 1981] for the H function,

countering
a boundary.
As an example, considera plane parallel slab with a thicknessd and an index of refraction n in a vacuum with parallel
light normally incident on the slab face. At the two boundaries, the light reflected, C•, is given by Fresnel'sformulas [see
Wendlandt and Hecht, 1966]. It can be shown that the transmitted light is

l+2bt

H(•',kO
=1+2•/ (1-•)

(14)

equation (13) becomesfor an isotropic case, P(g) = 1.0, and
letting B(g) = 0.0,
-1

[=• {In.'- In[1q-2ta
•/(1- *)]-In [1q-2t%
•/(1- •)]} (15)

I(k)= (1- C•):Io•' C}'e
i=0

(1 - C,•)-'e

= Io 1 - C•e--'•"

(8)

Since some light is reflected at each boundary, some light
travels a distance d, 3d, 5d, or more. Thus the average distance traveled by photons in the medium is greater than d. We
define this averagedistanceto be the mean optical path length
(mopl). If we define d to be the mean optical path in the slab,
then the light absorbed is

The single scattering albedo w can be computed using equation (4) but Hapke [1981] showedequation (4) can be approximated by
• = (l + 2kD)-'

(16)

Using the approximation In(1 + x) = x, when kD is small, and

substituting
equation(16)for w, equation(15)becomes

[= 2D+ 2(/a
+ •o)V' 2D,

(17)

V' k(1 + 2kD)

1- e-•a=•l(k=O)- I(k)-•/I(k
=O)

(9)

Hapke [1981] has shown that equation (16) is valid over the

Solving for the mean optical path length from equations (8)
and (9), we find
(10)

For a material such as common glass with C• = 0.04 and k
very small, d = 1.0032d.
in a particulate surface, the light usually encountersmany
index of refraction boundaries so that tracing the photon
paths is quite complex. Since scattering in the surface only
redirects photons and it is the passagethrough the various
materials that cause the absorption, there is a mean path

length•which can be usedto describethe absorptionprocess

samerange as K-M theory. SincekD is usuallysmall (Hapke
cites a reflectanceof ,,o0.06when kD = 1.5• thex/1 + 2kD

termisnearlyconstant.
Then,whenthegrains
areoptically
thin (k < D and kD < 1),/is essentiallY
inverselyproportional
to the squareroot of the absorption coefficient.
The mean optical path in a singlegrain is

[' = -11n(W)
k

•

(18)

since the single scattering albedo representsall the light that
encounters a particle and is not absorbed. The mean number
of particlesencounteredby photonsin the surfaceis given by
In r

r = e--•,T

(11)

rn -

In W

(19)
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(n- 1)2+ (ki)2
0.0

s/=

(23)

(n+ 1):+ (k)•)-'
4n

where n is the real part of the index of refraction and k is the
absorption coefficient.
An example computation, using the above theory is illustrated by using the complex index of refraction data for water ice
from Irvine and Pollack [1968], and equations (15), (16), (22),
and (23). Results are shown in Figure 3a compared with laboratory data. The agreement is reasonable except for a couple
of areas which appear to be due to errors in the absorption

2.0

1.0

0.8

coefficient data. For example, the peak at 1.85 /•m appears
inconsistentwith both diffuse reflectance spectra [e.g., Clark,
1981a] and transmission spectra of ice [e.g., Ockman, 1957].
Similarly, the step in the 2-/•m absorption feature near 2.1/•m
also is inconsistentsince the absorption appears symmetric in
laboratory spectra. The photon mean optical path for each
grain size for this spectral region is shown in Figure 3a top,
and the decreasein the path in an absorption feature is nicely

0.6

0.4

0.2

illustrated.

Using the measured reflectance of the medium-grained
0.5

1.0

1.5

•'avelength

2.0

2.5

frost, a grain sizeof 30/•m, and index of refraction data from

(p.m)

Fig. 3a. Laboratory spectraof water ice of three different grain sizes
(points) in the near infrared from Clark [1981a] are compared to theoretical computations (lines) using the complex index of refraction for
water ice [Irvine and Pollack, 1968] and equations (15), (16), (22), and
(23). Reasonablematchesof theoretical spectra were for grain sizesof
5 •m (curve a), 30 •m (curve b), and 150 •m (curve c). The general
agreement is encouraging; however, some differences are noted in the
text as probably being due to errors in the ice absorption coefficients.
At the top of the figure is the mean optical path length as a function of
wavelengthfor each grain size, curve d is 5 •m, curve e is 30 •m, and
curve f is 150 •m. It is seenthat the more the material absorbslight,
the less the photons travel in the particulate surface. The log mean
optical path spectrummimicsthe reflectancespectrum.

The mopl of a particulate surface can also be expressedas

[= mr'

(20)

Irvine and Pollack [1968], the absorption coefficient was
determined by an iterative processusing equations (15), (16),
(22), and (23). The derived absorption coefficient is compared
to the Irvine and Pollack [1968] absorption coefficient for
solid H_,O in Figure 3b. In order to compare the spectra predicted by both K-M and the method outlined above, the
derived absorption coefficient of the medium-grained frost
was usedto calculate the reflectancespectrumof the fine- and
coarse-grained frost using the grain sizes determined for Figure 3a. The calculated spectraare compared to measureddata
in Figure 3c. The predicted spectra were divided by the measured data, and these ratios are plotted in Figure 3d. Both
plots illustrate that the scattering theory approach outlined
above result in better prediction of measured reflectance than
K-M theory. However, in regions of strong absorption the
scattering theory predictions also show variations from
measured data. This difference is at least partly due to the

In the case where the grain is optically thin, it can be shown,
using equations (16) and (18), that

/"•

2D

3.0

(21)

then the mopl, • is 2reD. Since the mopl is approximately
inversely proportional to the true absorbance (or absorption
coefficient), we see from equations (11) and (12) that the
apparent absorbance is approximately proportional to the
square root of the absorption coefficient.
Equation (11) is the reflectance relative to the reflectance of
a surface with the same scattering conditions but no absorption. However, this equation does not include first-order
Fresnel reflection from crystal surfaces.This can be simplistically modeled by the equation

•,

•
•

0.0--

_

• 1.0 --

--

0.5

r = (e-kr+ s,) / (1.0 + s,)

(22)

where & is the first-order Fresnel reflection, which in the
bidirectional reflectance caseat low phase angles is

1.0

1.5

Wavelength

2.0

2.5

(/zm)

Fig. 3b. Irvine and Pollack [1968] water ice absorption coefficient
data (points) and derived absorptioncoefficient of the 30 •m grain
sizedfrost (line) are compared.
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approximation of equation (16) and can be reduced by using
equation (4) to determine w (the quantitative analysis section
further explores this point).
The photon mean optical path should not be confused with
the mean penetrated layer thickness (mplt). The mopl is the
mean distance traveled in a random walk, while the mplt is a
perpendicular linear distance from the surface that photons
penetrate and is considerably less than the mopl. The mplt is
also dependenton the singlescatteringalbedo of the grains. If
we consider the scattering to be isotropic and the distance
between grains is d,, then a photon will be scattered, on the
average, a distance (n/4)d, in the upward or downward direction in the surface. The mean distancethat photons penetrate
into the surface is easily computed from a one-dimensional
random walk problem. If, on the average, photons are scattered m times before leaving the surface (see equation (19)),
then it takes m?2 scatteringsto reach the mplt point, and the
thicknesspenetrated, !....is
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Fig. 3d. Ratio of predicted to measured reflectance of K-M (points)
and methods presentedin this paper (lines) for fine-grained frost (top)
and coarse-grained frost (bottom) are compared. K-M is lessaccurate
than the simplified Hapke [ 1981] theory.

(24)

Note that this thickness is the 1/e depth and that an optically
thick layer should be severaltimes this thick.
ABSORPTION FEATURES MODELED

ß

ß

- CoarseGrainedFrost

Wavelength

=r•d,
Vm

ß

ß

tional to the squareroot of the absorption coefficient, then the
apparent absorbance is approximately proportional to the

AS GAUSSIANS

Since absorption features are usually consideredto be Gaussian-like when analyzed as absorption coefficient versus photon energy [e.g., Smith and Strens, 1976], we need to know the
implications for spectral analysis in apparent absorbance. An
absorption can be modeled with a Gaussian of the form

square root of the Gaussian:

A,,crG•[:exp
-In2 •

(26)

Thus, Gaussians in true absorbance are also Gaussians in

apparent absorbancewhen the grains are optically thin (k < D
and kD < 1) exceptthat the Gaussiansin apparent absorbance
have a smaller intensity and a width which is a factor of 5/-2
larger. Note that in a multimineralic surface, only the mineral
grains causingthe absorption feature need to be optically thin.
This relationship is also demonstrated with K-M theory. The
remission function f(roo) is proportional to the absorption
coefficient. Thus by combiningequations(1) and (25) we see

G(O,w,G,,,O,,)=G,,expI-ln2(O•,0ø)21
(25)
where Gois the intensity of the Gaussian, Wis the full width at
half maximum (in frequency units), 0,, is the center frequency,
and 0 is the frequency of light.
Since the apparent absorbance is approximately propor-

")'2r•o
GoexpI_ln
g(O
•ifi
1cr(1-r•)

,,,••
=

From equations (26), (27), and (12), a Gaussian description of
an absorption feature usingK-M theory would predict that

(1 - r•)

0.6--

•

•

- Fine
Grained

1

2

2roocr5 [ln(r)]

_

(28)

It is easily shown that the two sidesof equation (28) agree to
better than 2 % of each other within the validity of K-M theory
(i.e., r•o > 0.6), and the difference correspondsto only a 0.5 %

0.4-_

_

_

error when converted to reflectance, well within the error of
most reflectance measurements.The relationship presentedin

0.2-_

Coarse

_

Grained

_

0.0,,

(27)

I,,,,
0.5

I,,,,
1.0

I,

,,,

1.5

I,,,
2.0

, I
2.5

Wavelength (p.m)
.

Fig. 3½. Laboratory reflectance data for fine and course grained
H:O frost (points) are compared with the predicted reflectance using
derived absorption coefficient of the medium frost and equations (15),
(16), (22), and (23) (lines).

equation (28) is illustrated by Figures4b-4e, which were computed from the hematite reflectance spectrum in Figure 4a.

Noting A,, = -ln(r) and comparingequation(27) with (28), we
seethat the Gaussianamplitude of K-M theory is one half the
square of that in apparent absorbance and the Gaussian width

is•

smallerin K-M theory(asr • 1).

As discussedearlier, there is often a 5-10% error (or more)
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0.8

Morris et al. [1982] and Mendell and Morris [1982] discussed the problem of band saturation in reflectance and
noted that the fitting of Gaussiansin reflectancecould lead to
spurious multiple Gaussians fitted to a saturated reflectance
feature. Morris et al. [1982] incorrectly stated that Gaussian
fitting to In (r) would also yield spuriousmultiple Gaussians.
The above discussionshowsmathematically that Gaussiansin
K-M remission space are also Gaussians in apparent absorbance in the range of validity of K-M theory.
Fresnel reflection is the one major problem in analysis of
reflectance spectra shared by both K-M theory and apparent

-

O.g

0.4

0.2

•

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

wavelength
20.0

2.0

in

,

absorbance.

2.5

5.0

3.0

a.

2.0

5.0

hematite where there is obvious band saturation

1.0

0.0
1.0

0.4

wavelength

1.0

in

1..0'l'"l" 1.o'l'"'l'•'
0.8

0.8

0.6/•
0.4

¾

e•

0.2

0.6/•
0.4

shortward

of

0.5 ,m in the reflectance spectrum which also appears in
remission(Figure 4b) and apparent absorbance(Figure 4c).
Since the UV absorption in the hematite is saturated even in
remission, it is not practical to fit Gaussians to the feature
such that the wing of the Gaussian defines the continuum of
the 0.86-/•m absorptionfeature as proposedmathematicallyby
Mendell and Morris [1982]. The band saturation would cause
problems in defining a unique Gaussianwhich realistically
describedthe absorption feature. In practice, other smooth
curves,suchas a polynomial, would be indistinguishablefrom

0.0
0.4

(29)

where r• is the fraction of reflected light from the first-order
specular reflection component and r,,, is the light which has
entered one or more particlesand is eventually scatteredout of
the surface.At smallphaseangles,r• and s•from equation(23)
are equal. Since r• cannot be separatedfrom r,,,in most cases,
both apparent absorbance and K-M theory can suffer from
band saturation. This is seen in Figure 4a for the case of

4.0

•'

observed from a surface is

r = r, + r,,,

,,

15.0

,•,• 10.0

The reflectance

•m

a c-.•
.... ;•.........

'

over the narrow

.......
w av,.,c,,•t,,

range.

Clark [1981a] fit Gaussiansto water frost spectra of various
grain sizeswith a sizerangeof over 10. As the 2.02-tamabsorp-

0.2

tion increased, the band saturation effect became obvious in

0.0
0.6

"}"

0.0
1.0

' •"

0.6

wavelength

1.0

in

Fig. 4. (a) The reflectancespectrumof hematite from Singer [1982].
Note that the strong UV absorption does not approach zero below 0.5
,m. This is due to specular reflection. (b) The K-M remissionof the
hematite spectrum in Figure 4a is compared to (c) the apparent
absorbanceof the hematite spectrum. Both K-M remissionand apparent absorbance suffer from the effects of band saturation caused by
specular reflection and by differing mean optical path lengthsin and
out of absorption bands. The similarity of (d) the K-M remissionfunction to (e) 1/2 the apparent absorbance squared is shown when the
reflectance is high.

reflectance. However, the analysiswas performed using In (r)
versus energy, and no additional Gaussians were needed to
characterize the feature as the band grew. Band saturation
could have becomea problem if strongerbandswere analyzed.
THE CONTINUUM

PROBLEM

An apparent continuum is a mathematical function used to
isolate a particular absorption feature for analysis of a spectrum [e.g., seeClark, 1981, 1983' McCord eta!., 1981' Singer,
1981]. As such, it representsthe absorption due to a different
processin a specificmineral or possiblyabsorption from a different mineral

in a multimineralic

surface.

An example of continuum use is shown in Figure 5 with
in deriving the reflectance level in remotely sensed spectra.
This can lead to analysisproblems when using K-M theory and
a Gaussian absorption feature analysis. If there is a multiplicative error in too then the width W and the intensity Go of the
Gaussian changes. However, in apparent absorbance, an error
in the reflectance is equivalent to a Gaussian plus a constant,
and there is no width or intensity change. For example, if the
medium-grained frost spectrum in Figure 1 is multiplied by
0.9, the 1.04-/•m band intensity in the remission function
increasesby a factor of 1.77, while the band width increasesby
a factor

of

1.12

relative

unscaled spectrum.

to the remission

function

of

the

montmorillonite-carbon

black mixtures.

Montmorillonite

has

absorption features due to chemically and physically absorbed
H20 at 2.8, 2.2, 1.9, and 1.4 •m and other absorptionssuchas
a charge transfer whose wing extendsfrom the visible to past 1
•m. If only the 1.4-, 1.9-, and 2.2-•m absorptions are to be
analyzed, then the effects of the other features must be
removed from the analysis. This is typically done by estimating the absorptions from the other processesby a suitable
function (straight-line segments, polynomial, a Gaussian,
etc.). The continua shown in Figure 5 are cubic splines,
although straight-line segments would produce nearly the
same result in this case.
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The continua can be modeled using the mean optical path
length through different materials or separatedinto different
absorption processesusingthe equation

e-(C•-)-=exp -5' k,
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0.6

(30)
0.4

l_ i=1

where œ and [ are the equivalentabsorptioncoefficient and
mopl, respectively,for the surface as a whole, k, is the absorption coefficient of the ith material having a mopl l, for a
multimineralic surface in an intimate mixture. Also, k, may
represent the absorption coefficient for a particular absorption process and having a particular mopl, l,. Thus, the
removal of a continuum for a particular spectrum should be
done as a division if the spectrum is in reflectance or as a subtraction in apparent absorbance (many examples of continuum removal can be found in the referencesin the first paragraph of this section).
The continuum removal for the montmorillonite plus carbon black mixtures can be expressedas

r0.) = e(-a',r•)e(-a2•2)e
(-a,z,)

(31)

O.E

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Wavelength

Fig. $. The spectra of pure montmorillonite (top) and mixtures of
montmorillonitc plus carbon black (0.$ wt % carbon black, middle;
2.0 wt % carbon black, bottom) from C/ark [1983] arc shown with
example continua for the purpose of analyzing the bound water
absorptions in the montmorillonite. The continua represent the
absorption due to all processesexcept of water in the montmorillonite.
The continuum should be removed from the reflectance spectrum by
division (reflectance/continuum) or subtracted from the apparent
absorbance (-In reflectance).

wherethe k, and/, are a functionof wavelength•.. If k•l• represents the absorption (in terms of optical depth) due to the

D.= Rc- RB

adsorbedH20 in the montmorillonite,k2/2the absorptiondue
to other processesin the montmorillonite, and k,l, represents
the absorption due to the carbon black, then to remove the
absorption effects of all but those for H20, a continuum
representing e•-•2•2•e•-•,•must be ratioed with the reflectance
spectrum, or subtracted from the apparent absorbance spectrum. The resulting absorptions retain their original function.
For example, if the absorption is a Gaussian in the apparent
absorbance presentation, it is still a Gaussian in a continuum
removed presentation (if k, < D, and k,D, < 1). Removal of a
continuum by dividing it into the reflectance spectrum is not
valid for analysis in K-M remission since after continuum
removal, the data are no longer bihemisphericalreflectance.
Continuum removal by subtraction from K-M remission data
is valid, however.
There is another important reason for the use of a continuum in analysis of reflectance spectra. There may be wavelength dependentscatteringwhich imparts a slope to the spectrum (discussedby Wendlandt and Hecht [1966] and Morris et
al. [1982]) which causesapparent shifts in the band minimum.
Also, in multimineralic surfaces, one component may impart a
significant slope to the spectrum (e.g., lunar soils [seeMcCord
et al., 1981]). In the case of lunar soils, there are pyroxene

absorptionsat 1 and 2 tamsuperimposedon a very red slope
(reflectance increasing toward longer wavelengths). Usually
this red slope is so great and the pyroxene absorptions so weak
that there exists no minima in the reflectance [e.g., see
McCord et al., 1981]. Clearly, a continuum must be used to
analyze the absorption features. As the continuum slope
increases,the apparent band minimum (not the true band center) will shift to shorter wavelengths for a red slope and to
longer wavelengths for a blue slope. However, removal of the
continuum slope will correct the band minimum to that of the
true band center.

The definition of a continuum also provides a more consistent definition of band depth. The band depth D. is defined as

(32)

Rc

where R. is the reflectance at the band center and Rc is the
reflectance

of the continuum

at the band center. Morris

et al.

[1982] presented an alternative definition of band depth
(which we will label D,) which is equal to the reflectance of
the continuum minus the reflectance of the spectrum. If there
is a multiplicative error in the reflectance level, there is a corresponding error in the band depth D•t. The band depth should
imply the amount of light absorbed. Consider the hypothetical
case where the general reflectance level is 20% (continuum =
0.2), but there exists a wavelength where all light is absorbed
(reflectance - 0.0); then D. = 1.0, but D•t = 0.2. In this case,
D•t implies that 20% of the light due to the absorption feature
is absorbed, whereas all the light has been absorbed. Clearly,
D• is a more realistic description of the situation. Examples of
D, applications can be found in the work by Clark [1981a,
1983].
A variation of the D•t band depth method has been applied
to normalized spectra. For example, Charette et al. [1976] fit a
continuum representative of iron absorption to laboratory
spectra of lunar soils which had been scaled to unity at 0.56
tam. The continuum was then subtracted, and a Gaussian was
fit to the remaining spectrum. Since the lunar soil spectra
increase in reflectance at longer wavelengths, the continuum
values at 1 tam ranged from about 1.3 to over !.6. If all the

light at 1 tamwere absorbed,the band depthscomputedusing
D.•t would be greater than 100%. In fact, if the continuum
reflectance

were 1.6 at the band center and the reflectance

of

the spectrumwere 0.6, the D•t would be 100%, while Do would
be only 62.5 %. Thus, any band depth value can be obtained
by scalingthe spectrumand usingthe D• computation.
QUANTITATIVEANALYSISUSINGSCATTERING
THEORY

The new scattering theories by Hapke [1981], Lureroe and
Bowell [1981], and Goguen [1981] provide the potential for
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Fig. 6a. Laboratory
reflectance
spectrum
of coarse-grained
frost
(points) is compared to a calculated reflectance spectrum (line) applying the full Hapke [1981] theory with ice grains of three different sizes
as outlines in the text.

quantitative inversion of a reflectance spectrum of a multimineralic

surface to actual mineral

abundance.

As stated ear-

lier, most presentations of such theories are in terms of deriving absorption coefficient from laboratory reflectance data,
given the grain size of the material present [e.g., Hapke and
Wells, 1981]. From the above theories, one usually solves for
the single scattering albedo, the single particle phase function,
and a compaction parameter.
By observing the surface for different viewing conditions, •v
can be derived from basic reflectance equations, such as equation (3). From equation (17) of Hapke [1981], the average single scattering albedo of a homogeneous, multicomponent surface can be found at each wavelength from
(33)

where i refers to the ith component,M, is the massfraction, 0,
is the density of the material, D, the mean grain diameter, and
w, the single scatteringalbedo of the ith component.
The single scattering albedo of a grain can be found from
equation (4), and once it has been computed, there are six
unknowns; k,, n,, s,, D,, M,, and 0,, per ith component in the
surface at one wavelength. Only k is a strong function of
wavelength. The index of refraction varies a small amount
with wavelength, and s might tend to increase slightly toward
shorter wavelengths. Assuming that n and s are constant and
that there are z wavelengths and j components, we have z
equations for the average single scattering albedo a, and [(z +
5)j)] - 1 unknowns. If all these are actually unknown for a
surface of only one component, then the best that one can
hope to do is solvefor the product kD assumingn, s, and 0.
As stated in the introduction, the materials are not identified from the absorption coefficient but from absorption features in the reflectancespectrum. If a material cannot be identified from its reflectance spectrum (e.g., no observable
features), any conversionto absorbancewill not produce additional features or increase the probability of identification.
Thus, if the materials can be identified, then the densities and
complex indices of refraction are known or can be measured
with suitable samples. The problem is then reduced to z equa-

tions and 3j unknowns (s,, D,, and M,). The mass fractions M,
of the individual componentscan be solved for using a nonlinear least squarestechnique.
In reality, particulate surfaces of even one material consist
of a range of grain sizes. Such a case can be modeled using
equations (4) and (33) where each component is the same
material but of varying grain sizes. As an example of this
application, three grain sizes (20, 100, and 1000 /•m with
weight fractions of 2, 8, and 90%, repectively) were used to
predict the coarse-grained frost reflectance spectra with the
full Hapke [1981] theory (equation (3), assuming isotropic
scattering), and the results are shown in Figure 6a. This is not
a least squares fit, only a hand-chosen example. A ratio of predicted to real reflectance is shown in Figure 6b. The ratio illustrates the advantage of using the full theory, since the agreement with the observedspectrum is much closer than the more
simplified approach discussedearlier and illustrated in Figure
3c and 3d.

Goguen [1981] has demonstrated the feasibility of the inversion concept by deriving the least squares solution to abundance of an MgO-charcoal mixture using one wavelength and
many viewing geometries to solve the scattering problem.
Goguen's example was limited in that the end-member scattering parameters were known and used in the mixture calculations. Johnson.et al. [1983] applied a version of Hapke's theory to calculate reflectance spectra of mineral mixtures given
the end-member spectra and noted that the procedure might
be used to deconvolve abundances of the components in a
spectrum of mineral mixtures if the grain size of each component and a spectrum of each of the end-members were known.
The inversion idea is presentedhere since it is the first general
mathematical presentation we are aware of which illustrates
that mineral abundances may be derived from spectra of mineral mixtures when only the identity of the components are
known. The accuracy of the resulting mass fractions are
unknown, and it will take considerable testing by many investigators to explore the problem.
CONCLUSIONS

Kubelka-Munk (K-M) theory is limited for use in remote
sensingapplications, and many of the pitfalls of K-M theory
can be avoided by working with apparent absorbance. The
apparent absorbance has been related mathematically to transmission spectroscopyparameters, such that Gaussian features
when plotted as absorption coefficient versus energy are also
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Fig. 6b. Ratio of predicted to measured reflectance of the two spectra in Figure 6a. Note that Figure 3d bottom is plotted on the same
scale so that a full Hapke application is in considerably better agreement with the measured

data.
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Gaussianfeaturesin apparentabsorbanceversusenergybut

d

have a different amplitude and width.

•

G

average distancebetweengrains.
particle diameter.
band depth.
alternative definition of band depth.
angle of emission.
Kubelka-Munk remissionfunction.
phaseangle.
Gaussian

function.

G,, intensity of the Gaussianfunction at center frequency.

H(/a) ChandrasekharH function appearingin the reflec-

ance.

The recentlyintroducedscatteringtheoriesare applicable
overa widerrangeof geologically
importantmaterialthan KM theory.Thereis potentialfor derivingindividualmineral
abundancesin a particulatesurfacefrom the scatteringtheoriesby usingreflectancespectraobtainedover a rangeof
viewinggeometries.
In our efforts to testthe equationsof
Hapke[1981]wewerefrustrated
in notbeingableto findadequate data on the complexindex of refractionfor cosmochemicallycommonminerals.Watericewasoneexception.To
our knowledge,most mineralshave only had the index of
refraction measuredin the visible. Most geologicmaterialsare

opticallyanisotropic
withvariationsin absorption
coefficient
alongcrystalaxesof more than a factor of 10 [e.g., Burns,
1970].However,evengivensuchdata (absorption
coefficient
alongeachcrystalaxis),the averageabsorptioncoefficient
seenby photonsin a particulatesurfaceis not clearlydeterminedbecausethe meanopticalpath alongeachaxisis different. However,by measuringa seriesof spectraof onematerial

tance equation.

i

/• averagevolumeabsorptioncoefficientof a multicomponent surface.

K
[
['
m
M
n

r

size distribution for each sample(e.g., by scanningelectron

tion coefficient as a function of wavelength. Such analyses

needto be performedfor manymineralssothat the data may
be usedin subsequent
quantitativeremotesensing
studies.
Althoughtheequations
in theHapke [1981]reflectance
the-

ory appearcomplex,especially
compared
to K-M theoryand
the remissionfunction, the quantitativeanalysispossibilities
are much more sophisticatedthan with K-M theory. The

Hapkeequations
are straightforward
to programon modern
computers,
andthe bruteforceexampleof the derivationof
theiceabsorption
coefficientin Figure3btookonlya fraction
of a secondper point on a Digital EquipmentCorp. VAX
11/750 computer.For each point in that computation,the
reflectancewascomputedby adjustinga changein the index
of refractionby a factorof 2 until agreementwith the reflec-

r,,,
r,,
too
R,
Rc
s
&
S

S•
S•

NOTATION
a

A,

aconstant.

directional-hemispherical
reflectance.

A/, apparentabsorbance.
b

aconstant.

B(g) backscatterfunction which describesthe opposition
effect.

light reflectedat an index of refraction boundary.

physicalor geometricalalbedo.
averageparticle phasefunction.
reflectance.

(radiance coefficient)bidirectionalreflectance.
fraction of light from first order specular reflection,
also usedas a parameter in equations(4) and (5).
fraction of light multiply scattered.
bihemispherical reflectance for isotropic scatters
(Kubelka-Munk equation).
diffuse reflectancefrom an infinitely thick surface.
reflectance at the band center.
reflectanceof the continuum at the band center.
volume scatteringcoefficient insideparticle.
first-orderFresnelreflection.
averagescatteringcoefficient of the medium.
averagesurfacescatteringcoefficientof a particle for
diffuse light incident externally.
average surface scattering coefficient of a particle for

diffuse light incident internally.
t,,, perpendicular thickness penetrated by a photon in a
surface.

tance was obtained to an accuracy of 0.0001. About 10-20

such computationswere typically needed for convergence.
This showsthat rapidcomputations
are feasibleon largedata
setssuchas might be obtainedby mappingreflectancespectrometerswith potentialfor mappingmineralabundance.

averageabsorptioncoefficient of the medium.
mean optical path of a photon in a particulatesurface.
mean opticalpath in a singlegrain.
mean number of particlesencounteredby photons of a
particular wavelengthin a surface.
bulk density,equal to averagemassper unit volume.
real part of index of refraction' also usedas an integer
constant.

p
P(g)

r•
r•

microscope),a nonlinearleast squaressolutioncan be obtainedgivingboththe realindexof refractionandtheabsorp-

angle of incidence;also subscriptdenotingthe ith type
of particle' also subscriptin summationnotation.

I attenuated specificintensity.
I,, initial specificintensity.
k volume absorptioncoefficient insideparticle.

of differentgrainsizesand accuratelydetermining
the grain

C•

thicknessof a plane parallel slab.

meanopticalpath of a photon in a slab.

d,
D
D,
D•
e
eral in a multimineralic surface. Continua representing abfirm)
sorptionprocesses
not of interestmaybe removedto isolate
g
individualabsorptionprocesses
for quantitativeanalysis.A

An apparentcontinuum
is a mathematical
functionusedto
isolatea particularabsorptionfeaturefor analysisof a spectrum. It represents
theabsorption
dueto a differentprocess
in
a specific
mineralor possibly
absorption
froma differentmin-

continuum
shouldbe removedby dividing•t into the reflectancespectrumor subtracting
it from the apparentabsorb-
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w
•,

singlescatteringalbedo of a particle.
average single scattering albedo for a surface composed of particles of different types.

W

full width at half maximum

of Gaussian

function.

x distance a photon travels in a material.
,k wavelength.
/a

/ao
Q
0
0o

cos e.

cos i.
solid density of particle.
frequency of light.
center frequency of absorption.
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